Preferred Vendors

These are some of the more established vendors we often work with. This is by no means an exhaustive list, but if you are unsure about where to order from, any of these vendors are a good bet because we are already set up with them and they fulfill orders quickly.

Preferred Vendors - General Supplies/Office Supplies/Electronics

- Amazon
- Office Depot
- eBay
- Newegg
- Campus Store, University of Utah
- Smith’s
Preferred Vendors - Lab Supplies – Biological/Medical and Chemicals

SIGMA-ALDRICH

KEEP IT ON CAMPUS

Cole-Parmer

Thermo Fisher Scientific

ATCC

CAROLINA

www.carolina.com

Alfa Aesar

Electron Microscopy Sciences
Vendors to Avoid

These vendors are very difficult to order from, do not honor our tax exemption, or we have had repetitive issues with them over time and we do not recommend ordering from them. Please avoid requesting a purchase from these vendors – some we cannot order from at all due to University purchasing policy and will request you purchase yourself and be reimbursed.